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Abstract- Vector Quantization (VQ) is a popular image compression technique with a simple decoding 
architecture and high compression ratio. Codebook designing is the most essential part in Vector Quantization. 
Linde–Buzo–Gray (LBG) is a traditional method of generation of VQ Codebook which results in lower PSNR 
value. A Codebook affects the quality of image compression, so the choice of an appropriate codebook is a must. 
Several optimization techniques have been proposed for global codebook generation to enhance the quality of 
image compression. In this paper, a novel algorithm called IDE-LBG is proposed which uses Improved 
Differential Evolution Algorithm coupled with LBG for generating optimum VQ Codebooks. The proposed 
IDE works better than the traditional DE with modifications in the scaling factor and the boundary control 
mechanism.  The IDE generates better solutions by efficient exploration and exploitation of the search space. 
Then the best optimal solution obtained by the IDE is provided as the initial Codebook for the LBG. This 
approach produces an efficient Codebook with less computational time and the consequences include excellent 
PSNR values and superior quality reconstructed images. It is observed that the proposed IDE-LBG find better 
VQ Codebooks as compared to IPSO-LBG, BA-LBG and FA-LBG. 
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1. Introduction 
The major role of Image compression lies in medical sciences, internet browsing and navigation applications, 
TV broadcasting and so on. With the advancement of science and technology, the storage space requirement and the 
need for reduction in transmission time for digital images are becoming essential concerns. The transmission 
bandwidth being limited creates a problem. An efficient and proper image compression technique is of prime 
requirement to tackle the problem of limited bandwidth. This area of study attracted many researchers over the past 
decades who have suggested several techniques for image compression. Vector Quantization (VQ) technique 
outperforms other techniques such as pulse code modulation (PCM), differential PCM (DPCM), Adaptive DPCM 
which belongs to the class of scalar quantization methods. Vector quantization (VQ) [1, 2], one of the most popular 
lossy image compression methods is primarily a c-means clustering approach widely used for image compression as 
well as pattern recognition [3, 4], speech recognition [5], face detection [6] speech and image coding because of its 
advantages which include its simple decoding architecture and the high compression rate it provides with low 
distortion- hence its popularity. Vector Quantization involves the following three steps: (i) Firstly, the image in 
consideration is divided into non-overlapping blocks commonly known as input vectors. (ii) Next, a set of 
representative image blocks from the input vectors is selected referred to as a codebook and each representative image 
vector is referred to as a code-word. (iii) Finally, each of the input vectors is approximately converted to a code-word 
in the codebook, the corresponding index of which is then transmitted. 
Codebook training is considered sacrosanct in the process of Vector Quantization, because a codebook 
largely affects the quality of image compression. Such significance of Codebook training gave new impetus to many 
researchers leading to the proliferation of researches to design codebook using several projected approaches. Vector 
Quantization methods are categorized into two classes: crisp and fuzzy [7]. Sensitive to codebook initialization, Crisp 
VQ follows a hard decision making process. Of this type, C-Means algorithm is the most representative of all. Linde 
et al. propounded the famous Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm in this respect. Starting with the smallest possible 
codebook size the gradual parlay in the size occurs by using a splitting procedure [8]. By implanting specific functions 
(utility measures) in the learning process the performance of the LBG algorithm is significantly enhanced. Fuzzy VQ 
incorporates fuzzy C-Means algorithm. The approach is similar to that of fuzzy cluster analysis. Each training vector 
is posited to be a property of multiple clusters with membership values which makes the learning a soft decision 
making process [9]. The drawback of LBG Algorithm is that it gets stuck in a local optimum. In order to overcome 
such problem, a clustering algorithm known as enhanced LBG is proposed [10]. By changing the lower utility code-
words to the one with higher utility the problem of local optimal with LBG is overcome. 
Recently researches involve the association of the evolutionary optimization algorithms with the LGB 
algorithm. This conglomeration for design the codebook has a significant impact in improving the results of the LGB 
algorithm. Rajpoot, et al. formulated a codebook using an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm [11] yielding 
fascinating results thereby clearly depicting the improvement in the results obtained by the hybridization of ACO with 
LBG. Codebook is optimized abreast appointing the vector coefficients in a bidirectional graph; next, a appropriate 
implementation of placing pheromones on the edges of the graph is expounded in the ACO-LBG Algorithm. The 
speed of convergence of the ACO_LBG algorithm is proliferated by Tsaia et al. by discarding the redundant 
calculations [12]. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is also an adaptive swarm optimization approach based on 
updating the global best (gbest) and local best (lbest) solutions. The ease of improvement and fast convergence to an 
expected solution attracted many researchers to apply PSO for solving optimization problems. Particle swarm 
optimization along with vector quantization [13] overcomes the drawbacks of the LBG algorithm. Evolutionary fuzzy 
particle swarm optimization algorithm [14] is an efficient and robust algorithm in terms of performances compared to 
that of the LBG learning algorithms. Quantum particle swarm algorithm (QPSO) is yet another PSO put forward by 
Wang et al. for solving the 0–1 knapsack problem [15]. Applied together with LBG, the QPSO-LBG algorithm 
outperforms LBG algorithm as well. 
Yang et al. devised a new method for image compression which involves an Evolutionary clustering based vector 
quantization primarily focused on One-Step Gradient Descent Genetic Algorithm (OSGD-GA). The particular 
algorithm is formulated for optimizing the codebooks of the low-frequency wavelet coefficient by expounding the 
consequence of every coefficient involved abreast employing fuzzy membership values for automatic clustering [16]. 
The Firefly Algorithm (FA) is an efficient Swarm Intelligence tool which is largely applied to many engineering 
design problems nowadays. Firefly Algorithm is inspired by the social activities of fireflies. In presence of a firefly 
with brighter intensity, the one with lower intensity value move towards the former and in the absence of the brighter 
firefly then one with lower intensity moves in a random fashion. Horng successfully applied a newly developed Firefly 
Algorithm (FA) for designing the codebook for vector quantization [17]. An efficient algorithm by the name of Honey 
Bee Mating Optimization (HBMO) is applied for codebook generation yielding a good quality reconstructed image 
with modicum of distortion in Image Compression Problems [18]. Dynamic programming is used as an efficient 
optimization technique for layout optimization of interconnection networks by Tripathy et al. [19]. Tsolakis et al. [20] 
presented a fast fuzzy vector quantization technique for compression of gray scale images. Based on a crisp relation, 
an input block is assigned to more than one code-word following a fuzzy vector quantization method [21]. LBG 
Algorithm alone cannot guarantee optimum results since the initialization of the codebook has a significantly impact 
on the quality of results. Thus, an attempt has been made in this respect where an Improved PSO-LBG (IPSO-LBG) 
applied to design codebook for Vector Quantization showed fascinating results when compared to other algorithms 
like QPSO-LBG and PSO-LBG [22]. Contextual region is encoded giving high priority with high resolution 
Contextual vector quantization (CVQ) algorithm [23]. Huanga et al. devised a dynamic learning vector– scalar 
quantization for compressing ECG images [24]. Bat Algorithm (BA) is yet another advanced nature inspired algorithm 
which is based on the echolocation behavior of bats with variation in the pulse rates of loudness and emission. BA in 
association with LBG is applied as BA-LBG for fast vector quantization in image compression [25]. Results obtained 
from BA-LBG when compared with QPSO-LBG, HBMO-LBG, PSO-LBG and FA-LBG showed that BA-LBG 
outperforms the other mentioned algorithms. 
Optimization problems are applied in various domains of Engineering Design, Structural Optimization, 
Economics and Scheduling Assignments. These problems have some mathematical models and Objective Functions.  
Two varieties of such problems exist: Unconstrained (without constraints) and Constrained (with Constraints) 
involving both continuous as well as discrete variables. They are usually non-linear in nature. The task of finding the 
optimal solutions is difficult with several restraints being active at the global optima. Traditional methods for solving 
these problems are Gradient Descent, Dynamic Programming and Newton Methods. But they are computationally 
inefficient. This mark the advent of the meta-heuristic algorithms which provide feasible solutions in a reasonable 
amount of time. There list of meta-heuristics include Genetic Algorithm (GA) [26], Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) [27], Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [28], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [29, 30], Stimulated 
Annealing (SA) [31, 32], Plant Propagation Algorithm (PPA) [33, 34] and so on [35, 36]. 
Differential Evolution (DE) is one such metaheuristic algorithm used for fast convergence and less 
computation time. It optimizes a problem by trying to improve a candidate solution through generations based on a 
fitness function and using a crossover strategy which is different from that of the Genetic Algorithm. DE is modified 
to Improved DE (IDE) and used to generate high quality codebook with LBG for vector quantization for image 
compression. A comparison with other algorithms like IPSO, BA and FA clearly reveals that IDE outperforms all of 
the other mentioned algorithm in terms of efficiency as judged from the PSNR values of the images.  
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, codebook design using generalized LBG Vector Quantization 
Algorithm is discussed. In Section 3, the proposed method of IDE-LBG Algorithm is presented. Section 4 includes 
the experimental results, discussions and comparisons. Eventually, Section 5 contains the concluding part. 
2. Codebook Design for Vector Quantization 
The Vector Quantization (VQ) is a block (vector) coding technique which is to be optimized for image 
compression. Designing a proper codebook lessens the distortion between reconstructed image and original image 
with a modicum of computational time. Let us consider an Image of size N x N which is to be vector quantized. It is 
then subdivided into Nb blocks with size n × n pixels, where, 𝑁𝑏 = (
𝑁
𝑛
∗  
𝑁
𝑛
). These subdivided image blocks are known 
as training vectors each of which are of size n × n pixels are represented with Xi (where i = 1, 2, 3,. . ., Nb). In the 
process of Codebook design, a Codebook has a set of code words, where the ith Code-word is represented as Ci (where 
i = 1, 2, ..., Nc) where Nc  is the total number of Code-words in Codebook. Every subdivided image vector is 
approximately represented by the index of a Code-word using a closest match technique. The approach is based on 
the minimum Euclidean distance between the vector and corresponding code-words. In the decoding phase, the same 
codebook is used to translate the index back to its corresponding Code-word for image reconstruction. Then the 
distortion between the actual and the reconstructed image is calculated. The distortion D between training vectors and 
the codebook is given as: 
  𝐷 =
1
𝑁𝑐
∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑗  .  ‖𝑋𝑖 −  𝐶𝑗‖
2𝑁𝑏
𝑖=1
𝑁𝑐
𝑗=1                                                        (1) 
Subject to the following restraints: 
𝐷 = ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑗
𝑁𝑐
𝑗=1 = 1,   ∀ 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, … , 𝑁𝑏}                                                   (2) 
 
𝑢𝑖𝑗 = {
              1, iff 𝑋𝑖  ∈ 𝑗
𝑡ℎ cluster
0, otherwise
                                                         (3) 
The other two necessary conditions which are to be followed for an optimal vector quantizer are: 
 The partition  𝑅𝑗  ∀ 𝑗 =  1,2,3, … , 𝑁𝑐 must meet the following criterion: 
𝑅𝑗  ͻ {𝑥 ∈ 𝑋: 𝑑(𝑐, 𝐶𝑗) <  𝑑(𝑥, 𝐶𝑘), ∀ 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗}                                              (4) 
 The Code-word Cj should be defined as the centroid of Rj such that, 
𝐶𝑗 =
1
𝑁𝑗
∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑗
𝑖=1 ,   ∀  𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑗                                                              (5) 
where Nj is the net number of vectors which belong to Rj. The procedure for the most commonly used method for 
codebook design in Vector Quantization, the Lloyd-Buzo-Gray (LBG) Algorithm is provided as follows: 
Steps: 
1. Initialization: Iteration counter is set as m = 1 and the initial distortion D1 = 0. Initial codebook C1 is of size 
N. 
2. One block (vector) from the set of training vectors is selected and compared with all code-words from 
codebook, Cm-1 = {Yi} to find the closest code-word using nearest neighbor condition and then the code-word 
set is added. 
3. Once all the blocks are grouped into sets of code-words using the above mentioned step, the centroids of all 
the code-word sets are evaluated to give an improved codebook Cm. 
4. Next, the total distortion of all code-word sets from the respective centroid points are calculated. The average 
distortion is given as Dm. 
5. If |(Dm-1 - Dm)| ≤ ε, the algorithm terminates and the current codebook is recorded as the final answer. 
Otherwise, m = m + 1, the current codebook is used as the initial codebook for step 1 and the entire process 
is then repeated. 
LBG Algorithm ensures the reduction in distortion with increase in iteration number. But there is no assurance 
regarding the resulting codebook, whether it will become an optimum one or not. It is seen that the initial condition 
of the codebook has a significant effect on the results. So the initial codebook selection is of prime importance in the 
LBG Algorithm. Thus we propose to combine an efficient modified heuristic Improved Differential Evolution (IDE) 
with LBG Algorithm, thereby giving a state-of-the-art IDE-LBG Algorithm and the problem initial codebook selection 
is tackled with this attempt. 
3. Proposed IDE-LBG Vector Quantization A:gorithm 
Differential Evolution (DE) is a powerful population-based efficient global optimization technique which was 
posited by Storn et al. [37]. It has been successfully applied to diverse fields including pattern recognition, 
communication and so on. In our algorithm we have used the DE/current to best/1 scheme. We have modified DE to 
IDE with certain modifications in the mutation strategy and in the boundary control strategy. In the mutation strategy 
we have considered a different scaling factor. The boundary control strategy is improved such that when the limits are 
crossed then based on a probability there can be either of the two possibilities: (i) the solutions are adjusted within the 
boundary limits by making the values equal to the values of the limits, or, (ii) by randomly generating a fresh candidate 
within the bounds and replacing the one which violated the limits. 
The training image vectors or blocks are demarcated into different groups. One block from each group is selected 
at random as the initial candidates. A candidate is constructed by Nc × 16 pixels, where Nc is the size of a codebook. 
In the process, all the candidates of the entire population are moved nonlinearly to cover all searching space, a process 
known as exploration. In each generation, G, IDE uses the mutation and crossover operations to engender a trial vector 
Ui,G for each individual vector XiG, known as target vector in the present population. The mutation and crossover 
operations along with the fitness function are described below: 
a. Mutation: 
There exists an associated mutant vector, Vi,G for each target vector XiG at generation G in the current 
population. The DE/current to best/1 scheme dictates the mutation operations as follows: 
                                  𝑉𝑖
𝐺 =  𝑋𝑖
𝐺 + 𝐹 . (𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺 −  𝑋𝑖
𝐺) + 𝐹. (𝑋𝑟1
𝐺 −  𝑋𝑟2
𝐺 )                                         (6) 
where r1 and r2 are random integers which are essentially mutually different and lies in the range [1, NP]. F 
is called the Weighting Factor, F = 3.randn, where randn ~ N(0,1), N being the standard normal 
distribution. 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺  is by far the fittest individual in the population at generation G. 
b. Crossover Operation: 
Post-mutation period, a binomial crossover strategy is adopted to generate a trial vector Ui,G = {u1iG, u2iG, 
….., udiG,}, where d is the dimension. CR is the crossover operator, a value between 0 and 1. We have 
considered CR = 0.9. 
𝑈𝑗𝑖
𝐺 = {
𝑣𝑗𝑖
𝐺 , 𝑖𝑓 (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗(0, 1) ≤ 𝐶𝑅, 𝑜𝑟, 𝑗 = 𝑗𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑  
𝑥𝑗𝑖
𝐺 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                        (7) 
c. Fitness function: 
Size of the testing images is N x N, 𝐼 is the recompressed image pixels, and 𝐼  ̅ is the compressed image pixels. 
The fitness function is given in the following set of equations (8-10). First Mean Square Error (MSE) is 
calculated, then Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is evaluated which is nothing but the fitness function of 
the problem. 
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  
∑ ∑ (𝐼𝑖,𝑗− 𝐼?̅?,𝑗)
2𝑁
𝑗=1
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑁×𝑁
                                                              (8) 
 
𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 ×  log (
2552
𝑀𝑆𝐸
)                                                              (9) 
 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = max (𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅)                                                             (10) 
The detailed steps for IDE-LBG Algorithm for finding optimal Codebook are described as follows: 
1. Parameters and Functions: Fitness function = ffitness, iteration parameter = iter = 1, number of generations = 
NGen, codebook size = Nc, and population size = NP. 
2. Testing images divided into Nb non-overlapping image blocks or input vectors (bk ; k = 1, 2, …, Nb). They 
are put into a training set tSet, which of each block is n × n pixels, the total pixels of each image block is 
evaluated and the blocks are sorted in the increasing order of pixel number. Here we have considered n = 4. 
3. Nb blocks are separated into Nc groups according to the index number of blocks, each group having 
𝑁𝑏
𝑁𝑐
 number 
of blocks. Blocks from groups are selected at random to form the Code-words to form the initial population 
of size NP. 
4. At current iteration G, the individual candidates of the population are updated using the mutation and 
crossover strategies using equations (6)-(7). Boundary control is applied so that the solutions remain within 
the limits of the search space.  
5. The fitness of the off-springs are calculated and compared. If any individual is better than 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺 ,  𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺+1 is 
updated with value equal to that of the fittest individual, otherwise  𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺+1 = 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺 . 
6. If current value of iteration parameter iter reaches NGen, then 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺𝑒𝑛  is considered as the optimal solution 
obtained to be used as an initial codebook for the LBG algorithm, otherwise iter = iter + 1 and the process is 
repeated again from step 4. 
7. Global best candidate solution 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐺𝑒𝑛  obtained from IDE is used as an initial codebook for LBG Algorithm 
where each Code-word essentially represents the centroid point of current Code-word set. 
8. The LBG Algorithm is then applied whose steps are provided in detail in the previous section (Section 2). 
 
4. Experimental Results 
In this section, we performed computational experiments and compared the results to show the efficacy of our 
newly propounded IDE-LBG approach for VQ for Image Compression. All the simulations are carried out in 
MATLAB 2013a in a workstation with Intel Core i3 2.9 GHz processor. Five tested 512 × 512 grayscale images, 
namely, ‘‘LENA’’, ‘‘PEPPER’’, ‘‘BABOON’’, ‘‘GOLDHILL’’ and ‘‘LAKE’’, were selected to be used as training 
images to train different size of Codebooks and as the basis of comparison of proffered IDE-LBG with other 
algorithms. The selected images are compressed with IDE-LBG, IPSO-LBG, BA-LBG and FA-LBG and the results 
are compared. The testing image which is to be compressed is subdivided into non-overlapping image blocks of size 
4 × 4 pixels. Each subdivided image block is a training vector of (4 x 4) 16 dimensions. The training vectors to be 
encoded are (
512
2
 ×  
512
2
) 16384 in number. The subdivided image blocks are sorted by the total pixels of each image 
block and are grouped by the codebook size. Six different codebook sizes are used for comparison with values 8, 16, 
32, 64, 128, 256. The values considered are: ε = 0.001, NP = 20, are NGen = 10, for the training process. The members 
of the initial population of IDE is chosen at random from each group. Eventually, the best solution (Codebook) 
obtained by the IDE is used as the initial Codebook for the LBG algorithm-the problem of LBG with random 
initialization as mentioned before is overcome. We have considered bitrate per pixel (bpp) to evaluate the data size of 
the compressed image for different codebook sizes and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) values are calculated 
for individual codebook sizes. Then the plots of PSNR values versus corresponding bpp values give a clear picture of 
the quality of reconstructed images with different algorithms considered, thus giving an idea about the effectiveness 
of the proposed IDE-LBG Algorithm. 
𝑏𝑝𝑝 =
log2 𝑁𝑐
𝑘
                                                                           (11) 
where Nc is the size of the Codebook and k is the size of the non-overlapping image block. 
The total number of runs considered is 10. Table 1 shows the average PSNR values in ten runs (averaged) 
obtained by the IDE-LBG, IPSO-LBG, BA-LBG, and FA-LBG algorithms for different codebook sizes (Nc = 8, 16, 
32, 64, 128 and 256). Horng et al. [18] simulated five different algorithms in C++6.0, with population size = 100 and 
number of iterations = 100. PSNR values obtained by different algorithms are also reported in the same paper, but 
since the platform and the value of parameters, namely, the iteration number and the population size is different, there 
will be some dissimilarity in the final results obtained for PSNR values of FA-LBG in this paper with that obtained in 
[17]. The results from the Table 1 (plots are in Fig. 3) confirmed that the fitness (PSNR) of the five test images using 
the IDE-LBG algorithm is higher than the IPSO-LBG, BA-LBG, and FA-LBG algorithm, yet the difference in PSNR 
values of IDE-LBG and IPSO-LBG is not very distinct for most of Codebook sizes for various images. Five 
reconstructed images of Codebook size 128 and block size 16 are also displayed in Fig. 2. It is clearly visible that the 
reconstructed image quality obtained using the IDE-LBG algorithm has the edge over the IPSO-LBG, BA-LBG and 
FA-LBG algorithms. 
 
Table 1. PSNR values of image compression for 5 different 512 x 512 images with 6 different Codebook sizes. 
 
Nc Method Lena Baboon Goldhill Pepper Barbara 
8 IDE-LBG 25.82 20.89 26.97 25.79 25.32 
IPSO-LBG 25.75 20.33 26.12 25.78 25.27 
BA-LBG 24.20 19.19 25.01 24.72 24.35 
FA-LBG 24.01 19.17 24.38 24.64 23.58 
16 IDE-LBG 27.19 21.11 27.32 26.51 26.03 
IPSO-LBG 27.03 21.02 27.11 26.40 25.96 
BA-LBG 25.67 20.17 26.23 25.95 24.88 
FA-LBG 25.42 20.14 25.89 25.31 24.49 
32 IDE-LBG 28.50 21.28 28.83 27.61 27.58 
IPSO-LBG 28.38 21.23 28.14 27.23 27.55 
BA-LBG 25.89 20.24 26.39 26.58 26.38 
FA-LBG 25.73 20.26 26.36 26.53 26.36 
64 IDE-LBG 29.39 22.84 28.62 29.25 28.18 
IPSO-LBG 29.32 22.72 28.44 28.95 28.07 
BA-LBG 26.47 21.86 27.26 28.69 27.98 
FA-LBG 26.22 21.74 27.24 28.21 27.85 
128 IDE-LBG 30.45 24.09 29.92 30.84 29.94 
IPSO-LBG 30.45 24.02 29.80 30.61 29.92 
BA-LBG 28.23 22.43 28.30 29.90 29.01 
FA-LBG 27.75 22.21 28.18 29.71 28.98 
256 IDE-LBG 31.47 24.75 30.63 31.66 30.48 
IPSO-LBG 31.46 24.66 30.62 31.62 30.41 
BA-LBG 28.94 22.92 29.19 30.54 29.34 
FA-LBG 28.49 22.58 28.93 30.44 29.23 
 
     
(a)LENA (b)BABOON (c)GOLDHILL (d)PEPPERS (e)BARBARA 
 
Fig1. The five testing Images of size 512 x 512. 
   
(a)LENA reconstructed (b)BABOON reconstructed (c)GOLDHILL reconstructed 
  
(d)PEPPERS reconstructed (e)BARBARA reconstructed 
 
Fig2. The five reconstructed Images of Codebook size 128 and Block size 16. 
   
(a)PSNR of LENA (b)PSNR of BABOON (c)PSNR of GOLDHILL 
 
  
(d)PSNR of PEPPERS (e)PSNR of BARBARA 
Fig 3. Average PSNR of six VQ methods for 5 test images of size 512 x 512 
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5. Conclusion 
In this study, an Improved Differential Evolution (IDE) Algorithm based codebook training has been presented 
for Image Compression. The Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of vector quantization is optimized by using IDE-LBG 
Algorithm where PSNR is considered as the fitness function for the optimization problem. The algorithm parameters 
have been tuned suitably for efficient codebook design. The proposed IDE-LBG Algorithm is tested on five standard 
512 x 512 grayscale images. Results reveal the potency of the proposed algorithm when compared to IPSO-LBG, BA-
LBG and FA-LBG Algorithms. It is observed that using the proposed IDE-LBG Algorithm the PSNR values and the 
quality of reconstructed image obtained are much better than that obtained from the other algorithms in comparison 
for six different Codebook sizes. 
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